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Introduced by Senator Antonio “Sonny” F. Trillanes IV

AN ACT _
PROVIDING FOR A HIGHWAY SAFETY PROGRAM IN THE PHILIPPINES AND 
FOR OTHER PURPOSES

EXPLANATORY NOTE

One adverse reality that is tied with development is increase in traffic accidents connected to 
mcreased motorization and infrastructure. Every year, worldwide, about 1.3 million people
get killed on roads. Vehicular accidents are likely to become the fifth leading cause of death 
m all age groups by 2030.

Lhe Sitati! 0fj ’° fd.Safety of a country is normally gauged by the frequency of accidents. The 
Manila-based Asian Development Bank (ADB) reported that road accidents were now the 
leading cause of premature death globally for children and young people aged 5 to 29 years.

also cited a report from the World Health Organization, which noted that 90% of the deaths 
caused by road accidents are in low- and middle-income countries even if these countries 
only account for 50% of the world's total vehicles.

In the Philippines, 567 people were killed and 5,220 others were injured in the 11 285 
sk S ^ m ^ n th ro n ^  Philippine National Police-Highway Patrol Group during the first

Smce the Philippines signed the Vienna Convention in 1968, traffic control devices, such as 
traffic signs and markings, have generally followed international standards. Nevertheless 
there are still many signs installed that do not conform to standard colors or shapes. The 
X n Cber 0 f !raff1C S'gnS inStaIled 18 generally insufficient and in highly urbanized areas, these 
crrftsman\hipd y  bC reC°8niZed 38 they comPete with giant billboards in visibility and

As the importance o f road safety is realized, as well as how tremendous losses - in which the
stimated cost of these losses from accidents amount to approximately Php 150 billion per

S V  f7 m Preven;^fle phenomenon such as traffic accidents could be, this bill recognizes 
that road safety problem is significant. 6
















